SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF RICE MILL SOLUTION ON TALLY.ERP 9

**PADDY PURCHASE**
- Purchase order and order sheets
- Quality and grades recording
- Mandi purchase and rate management
- Contracts, printing agreements
- Landing cost calculation
- Levy purchase: state specific levy
- Custom Milled Rice (CMR) paddy
- Own paddy consumption
- Market agent commissions
- Farmer details

**SHELLING & PROCESSING**
- Shelling contracts
- Sales voucher with grade
- Production report of contracts
- Paddy conversion reports
- Mill’s ISO quality details on invoice
- Packing of rice
- Quality cuts
- Proforma M1-M7 for transport

**RICE SALES**
- Mandi sales, APMC
- Quality and grades
- Export and certificate of origin
- Dharamkanta (weighment)
- Product-wise sales report
- Mandi price handling
- CMR sale with RMC
- Levy sale: state specific forms
- Tracking goods in transit
- Market agent commissions

**MILL ADMINISTRATION**
- Gate pass system
- Insurance policy – local, international
- Vehicle management
- Weighbridge details
- Bag management
- Per kg/per ton cost
- Managing load on multiple trucks
- Manage internal husk consumption
- Warehouse stock management
- Mill branches

**ACCOUNTS & MIS REPORTS**
- Profits and loss reports
- VAT, CST
- Export statutory
- Mill capacity utilisation report
- Mandi register
- Payroll
- Cost tracking
- Reminder letters
- Credit management
- Foreign currency
- Branch-wise reports
- Day-wise mandi reports
- Contract-wise profit-loss reports